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Fisnar Europe extends its range of QuantX™ dispensing consumables 

with the launch of four new manual syringe plungers 

 

Fisnar Europe, leading manufacturer and supplier of precision fluid dispensing 

equipment, has today announced the launch of its brand-new range of 

QuantX™ manual syringe plungers.  

Available in four sizes – 3cc, 5cc, 10cc, 30cc, this new selection of hand 

dispensers has been designed to offer users a clean, comfortable alternative 

to conventional squeeze bottles and hypodermic syringes. 

Using a Fisnar hand dispenser, all medium to high viscosity fluids can be 

dispensed including sealants, solder pastes, epoxies and grease. Users can 

control fluid deposits to dispense easily and accurately - without drips or 

oozing – and dispensing can be tailored to each specific application.  

Fisnar syringe plungers are precision machined from aluminium to ensure a 

durable, long lasting product and are ideal for re-work, low-volume assembly 

and field work. 

The ergonomic, and safety conscious design of the new syringe dispensers enables consistent fatigue 

free dispensing, and ensures that no potentially harmful adhesives or sealants will contact the user’s 

skin. 

Fisnar manual syringe plungers serve as a cost efficient dispensing solution since they are reusable 

and fully compatible with all Fisnar QuantX™ syringe barrels, pistons and dispensing tips.  

First launched in 2012, Fisnar’s QuantX™ range is premium dispense management system that has 

been manufactured to strict tolerance manufacturing standards, in order to provide turbulence free, 

accurate and repeatable dispensing. 

The new Fisnar manual syringe plungers are available to order now. Please contact 

infoeurope@fisnar.com to enquire. 

To learn more about this product range, or any other Fisnar dispensing product, visit the Fisnar Europe 

website. 
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http://www.fisnareurope.com/dispensing-products/liquid-dispensers/hand-held-dispensers/hand-syringes-with-plungers/


 

 

About Fisnar Europe 

Fisnar Europe is a leading manufacturer and supplier of precision fluid dispensing and fluid handling 

solutions. 

With over 50 years’ knowledge of the dispense industry and its regional requirements, we have an 

accomplished range of dispensing products including dispensing robots, dispensing valves, fluid 

dispensers and a complete selection of dispensing consumables. 

Armed with technical expertise and a diverse portfolio of dispensing products, Fisnar Europe can 

supply a dispensing system to suit every budget, application, and industry. 

Fisnar Europe products are available to purchase via our trusted network of European distributors. 

We will connect you with an experienced Fisnar distributor in your local area who will work with you 

to understand your specific application requirements, before offering advice and guidance on the 

Fisnar dispensing system best suited to your needs. 
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